
LECTURE FIVE

Introduction to Some Hand 
Tools used in the Metal-

working Workshop



Aim of this lecture
This lecture aims at equipping the 
students with basic knowledge and skills 
required for safe handling and usage of 
basic hand tools required manual 
production processes in the machine shop



The use of hand tools is basic or fundamental 
to any production process. The history of 
production started in the olden days with the 
use of simple hand tools. 
In the present modern days production 
system, the use of basic hand tools still plays 
a significant role. The techniques of the 
usage and skill in handling these basic hand 
tools are of paramount important during the 
training stage of any engineer.

Introduction:



(1) BENCH VICE
• After the marking-out operations the workpiece is 

transferred to the workbench where series of    
production processes are carried out. On the 
workbench, the bench vice is used to hold or support 
the workpiece while the production processes are 
carried out.

• The bench vice is incorporated with parallel vice jaws. 
The quick action trigger lowers the half-nut away from 
the screw so that the sliding jaw may be quickly 
adjusted. The vice body is made from cast iron with 
high compression strength but fractures with shock 
and therefore should never be hammered. The 
buttress thread withstands heavy thrust in one 
direction yet unscrew easily in the opposite direction. 



BENCH VICE Cont..
• Vices fitted with a rigid nut have square 

thread screws. The jaws are made of 
hardened steel with serrated surfaces to 
provide a firm grip. To prevent these 
serrations from damaging soft workpiece, 
the jaws are covered with clamps made of 
lead, aluminium or copper.



(2) LEG VICE
• It is made of wrought iron with cast steel jaw 

inserts. It is used for heavier and rough types 
of workpiece, such as bending, forging, 
hammering, chiselling, and will withstand hard 
usage. 

• One obvious disadvantage is that its moving 
jaw does not slide but pivots, thus providing a 
poor grip on the workpiece, in as much as the 
jaws do not remain parallel to each other and 
only grip the workpiece along its corners.



(3) HAND VICE

This is used for holding workpiece securely, 
while working on them, and is practically used   
for small workpiece, where rigidity of the 
workpiece is not very critical.



(4) TOOLMAKER’S PARALLEL 
CLAMP

This is used made from case-
hardened steel, whose jaws are 
ground flat on their faces. As its 
name implies, it is a handy clamping 
tool for the toolmaker, and any 
workpiece clamped with it will remain 
parallel throughout all operational 
processes from start to finish.



(5) HACKSAW
Manual hacksaw is used for cutting metal. 
It consists of  the cutting blade, which is 
made of hardened material; a rigid frame 
to support the cutting blade; an handle; 
and clamps with tightening nut on one 
side for tensioning  the blade. 
There are different models of frame 

available. The adjustable models with 
tubular or flat column, which 
accommodate different lengths of blade. 



HACKSAW Cont…

• The clamps have a square shank, to prevent 
the blade from being twisted, whilst 
tightening it. 

• The clamps can also be turned, so that the 
blade is at right angle to the frame. 

• This enables sawing to be done down along 
line, provided the distance of the sawing line 
from the edge of the workpiece is less than 
the saw throat. 

• The non-adjustable model frame uses fixed 
length blade of about 150 mm long with 32 
teeth per inch. The blade has a fixed pin at 
each end, which fits into a groove in the 
frame.



Some Rules on Using the Hacksaw

• The recommended speed for sawing is about 
50 to 60 stroke per minute.

• Avoid applying too much pressure, while the 
pressure should be applied only on the 
forward stroke.

• Ensure that the teeth of the hacksaw blades 
are pointing forward for efficient cutting 
action and tool life.

• Always hold the saw with the left hand 
gripping the front of the frame.

• Always ensure that the hacksaw is rigid to 
avoid the risk of blade breakage. 



• Replace any worn-out blade immediately to 
ensure  proper cutting action.

• Ensure that at least three teeth of the blade 
are in constant with the surface of the 
workpiece being cut    at all times, when in use.

• In case of accidental blade breakage, do not 
attempt to continue in the same outline with the 
new blade. Turn the workpiece round and begin 
the cutting from the opposite direction. By so 
doing, the tendency of the new blade to jam in 
the old path of cut is completely eliminated.

• Avoid any excessive projection of workpiece 
from the vice, as a way of eliminating vibration, 
and consequently blade breakage.

• Always place the workpiece in the vice in such a 
way that will ensure sawing across as wide face 
as much as possible.



(6) ENGINEER’S HAND FILES
These are hand cutting tools used for  maximum 
metal-removal on the workbench. They are 
made of hardened materials. They have multiple 
sharp cutting edges. They are generally 
identified by their shape and usage.

Length
Point Tang

Edge



The different types of file based on 
their shape and cross section    are:

• Rectangular or Hand
• Warding or Flat
• Square
• Triangular
• Round
• Half-round
• Knife



Types of Toothed File

A single-cut toothed file

A double-cut toothed file

There two types of toothed file. They are:



SQUARE FILE
The square files are of square cross-
section, parallel for approximately 
two thirds of it length, then tapering 
towards the point. It is double-cut on 
all sides. This file is used for filling 
key ways, slots and the smaller square 
or rectangular holes with good sides.



TRIAGULAR FILE
The triangular files have a 600

triangle cross-section, parallel for 
approximately two thirds of its length 
then tapering towards the point. The 
three faces are double-cut and the 
edge sharp. This file is used for 
filling angled corners of more than 
600.



ROUND FILE
The round file is of circular cross-section, 
parallel for approximately two thirds of its 
length and then    tapering towards the 
point. The second-cut and smooth files are 
simple-cut, while the bastard is double-cut.  
This file is used for enlarging round holes, 
curved openings, elongating slots, finishing 
internal round corner and for filing small 
concave surface.



HALF-ROUND FILE
This file has one curved side. It is parallel 
for approximately two thirds of its length, 
then tapers in the middle and thickens 
towards the point. The flat side is double-
cut, and the curved side single-cut on 
second-cut and smooth files. The file is 
extremely useful double-purpose for flat 
and curved surface, which are too large 
for the round file.



RECTANGULAR FILE
This file as its name implies, is rectangular in 
cross-section, parallel in width along its length, 
but tapers slightly in thickness for approximately 
one third of its length towards the point. It is 
double-cut on both faces, single-cut on one edge, 
and is plain on the second edge. The plain edge 
with no teeth is known as the “safe edge” and is 
designed to file up to the edge of a surface 
without damaging it. The Rectangular file is used 
for filing flat surface and straight edges.



KNIFE FILE
This has as wedge shaped cross-section, 
the thin edge being straight while the 
thick-edge tapers to the point in 
approximately one third of its length. The 
sides are double-cut. This file is used for 
filing corners with acute angles of less 
than 600, where the triangular files can 
not be used.



WARDING/FLAT FILE

This is a very thin file used for filing 
thin slots as in the wards of locks and 
key. It is also very useful for other 
purposes such as narrow slots etc.



Types of Engineering File based on their 
usage

DREADNOUGHT FILE
This type of file is designed to remove metal 
faster and with less effort, since the deep 
curved teeth produce small spiral filings, which 
clear themselves from the tooth and so prevent 
clogging. This type of file is available as flat lay-
round and square, from 150 mm to 400 mm. The 
available cuts are broad, medium, standard fine 
and extra fine. Their principal use is in filing 
soft materials such as aluminum, lead, white 
metal, copper, bronze, and brass. They can also 
be used on steel, as well as on non-metallic 
materials such as plastic, fibers and slates.



RASP FILE
The rasp file is clearly distinguished from 
the single    and double-cut files in that it 
is extremely roughly      cut, with the 
teeth individually formed and sharply 
disconnected from each other. These 
facts explain the reasons why rasp files 
are used mainly on soft certainly give fast 
removal of unwanted stock without undue 
clogging of the teeth.



RIFFLER FILES
These are special-purpose file for 
finishing contoured or hollow surface. 
They are also used for die sinking, 
engraving and silver, smith’s work. 
Various sections as shown in fig 2.14 are 
produced as a standard file but to suit a 
particular radius. The file is made 
double-ended, and in 30 different 
shapes and sizes, including those used 
for needle files. 



NEEDLE FILES
Needle files are often referred to as Swiss    
files, instrument files or jewellery files. They    
are used for superfine precision filing operations. 
As one would expect, these files have much finer 
teeth and are manufactured to a much closer 
dimensional tolerance than standard file. They are 
available from 120 mm to 250 mm long. They are 
used for very fine work in tool making and fitting, 
where very small amount of material have to be 
removed in intricate shapes or in a confined space. 
The Needle file is also useful for cleaning and 
truing slots, grooves, splines, and keyways. They 
are indispensable tools for instrument makers, 
jewellers, tool, and die manufacturers.



METHODOLOGY OF FILING
The necessary filing technique are:-
• Place the work piece in the vice, parallel with 

the vice top with minimum protrusion and 
tightened securely. 

• Maintain a comfortable position, not very near 
the work nor very far from it, and with the 
weight of the body balanced evenly on both 
feet.

• Keep the shoulder and elbow joints free and 
easy moving. The wrist, which is behind the 
file handle must be kept rigid to maintain the 
file in a flat position.

• Apply pressure only on the forward strokes, 
easing the pressures and lifting very slightly 
on the return stroke, remembering that the 
file cuts on the forward stroke only.



• In order to produce, a flat surface, the file 
should be used diagonally across the workpiece, 
changing direction frequently.

• Use the full length of the file and cover a large 
part of the workpiece at each stroke.

• Care should be taken to prevent the file from 
rubbing the harder vice jaw as file teeth are 
brittle and easily broken. Files should be 
protected from impact with each other and with 
other hardened tools.

• Preferably, use a new file first on a non-ferrous 
material in order to increase the life span of the 
file.

• Always clean the file with file card, whenever 
the file teeth become clogged with chips.

• Clean the workbench and close the vice jaw after 
each day’s works



(7) ENGINEERING CHISELS

Engineering chisels fall into two basic 
categories.  The cold chisels used by 
fitters on metals at room 
temperatures and the hot chisels used 
by the blacksmiths on hot metals, 
where it derives its name.



Generally, Engineering chisels are use 
for chipping when dealing with either 
cold or hot workpiece, usually, another 
distinguishing characteristic of the hot 
chisels is that they are thinner than the 
cold chisels, and under no circumstances 
should one replace the other when in 
use. They are hardened and tempered 
at the cutting edge, while the head 
which is usually knocked with a hammer 
during chipping operation is left soft to 
avoid being cracked and damaged, a 
tendency that may likely cause an 
accident.



TYPES OF ENGINEERING 
COLD CHISELS

There are basically four types which are:-
• Flat chisel,
• Cross-cut chisel,
• Round Nose Half-Round chisel, and
• Diamond-point chisel.



An Engineering chisel is known by 
the shape and    angle of its cutting 
edge. The point angle varies 
according to the material being 
cut. For example,    for cutting mild 
steel, use a chisel with 650 angle at 
the edge. Similarly, for cutting 
aluminum and other soft metals, 
use a chisel with 300 angle at the 
edge.



This implies that hard metals require 
chisel edges with greater angles, while 
soft metals require chisels with smaller 
edge angles. By simple interpretation 
this means, that hard metals requires 
blunt chisels, while soft metals requires 
sharp chisels. The cutting edge may be 
straight or slightly curved according to 
the workpiece. As a safety rule, it is 
advisable to always guide against using 
chisels with mushroomed heads.



Flat chisel
This type of chisel has a broad flat 
point and it is used for cutting thin 
sheet metal, removing rivet heads, 
and splitting corroded nuts. The 
cutting edge is usually ground to an 
angle of approximately 600. 



Cross-cut chisel
This type of chisel has a 
narrower point than the flat 
chisel and is used for cutting 
keyways, narrow grooves, square 
corners and holes in sheet metal 
too small for the flat chisel.



Round Nose/Half-Round 
chisel

This type of chisel is a special-
purpose chisel for cutting 
circular oil groove in bearings, 
bushes and slides, it may also be 
used for correcting a partly and 
wrongly drilled hole with an 
interposition inaccuracy.  



Diamond-point chisel

This type of chisel is used for 
cutting plate, clearing corners in 
castings, cutting grooves and 
cast iron pipes.



(8) TAPS AND DIES
The climax of bench work practice is the production   
of screw threads, either external or internal by hand. 
The hand tools used for this purpose are called Taps 
and Dies. Screw threads in engineering assembly afford 
Engineers and other cadres in engineering practice, the 
opportunity to dismantle the assembles easily and 
quickly without any damage to this component parts. 
Basically for cutting external threads, a die is used and 
for internal threads a tap.



Dies
Dies are used mainly for cutting 

external screw threads on the 
workbench 
There are two main types of die:
– Sliding die
– Circular split dies 



DIE ADJUSTMENT TECHNIQUE
The stock for a circular die has three 
grub. For    opening the die slightly, the 
centre grub screw is tightened to allow 
the first cut to be made. Subsequent 
cuts are made with the centre screw 
slackened, while the side screws are 
tightened to close the die.



Operationally, the die should be closed only 
slightly, while a mating nut is used to test 
the fullness and required fit of the thread. 
Remember to take very small cuts, each 
time when running down the die, in order to 
give improved thread finish and accuracy. 
To achieve the accuracy required, the try-
square must be used to ensure that the die 
is perpendicular square to the workpiece.



DIE NUT
A die nut is normally used for repairing 
worn-out threads. It is hexagonally shaped 
on the outside and it is not held in a stock 
like a die, but is turned with a spanner. It 
has no means of adjustment whatsoever, 
but can be very handy in areas where a 
ring or open-ended-spanner cannot be used 
easily. 



TAPS
Taps are used generally for cutting internal 
threads         on the workbench. They are 
made in sets of three: 
(1)Tapper or First tap,                 
(2) Second or Intermediate tap, and                
(3) Bottoming or Plug tap



Taps are made in sets of three, because 
they cannot be adjusted for size. For this 
reason, the internal thread on a workpiece
should always be cut first before the 
external one. The external thread can 
easily be regulated to fit appropriately the 
tapped hole. Taps are held in a tap wrench, 
the square portion on the tap shank, 
disallowing the tap from turning in the 
wrench. There are three types of tap 
wrench:

1. American Patter Tap Wrench 
2.Bar Pattern Tap Wrench
3 “T” Pattern Tap wrench



Set taps requires for tapping 
operations

Lead

Lead

Lead

Taper or first tap

Second or intermediate tap

Bottoming or plug tap



End of Lecture Five

Be  Practicing Engineers


